SERS – SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911 MERGER STEERING COMMITTEE
Meeting 10
Monday, June 25, 2018
th
Location: 6 Floor - Snohomish County Admin West 6A02
Time: 2:00 – 4:00 PM

Proposed Agenda
1. Welcome/Review of Today’s Agenda (2 min.)

Mayor Nehring

2. Approval of Meeting Summary from May 30/Meeting 9 (3 min.)

Mayor Nehring

3. Communications and Other Updates (15 min.)
 Vendor discussions update
 County Council financing update
 Due Diligence tasks
 Other
4. De-brief from Joint Boards Meeting
5. Preparing Merger Documentation: Assumptions, Questions, Policy Issues (60 min.)
 Which policy issues, if any, should be previewed by Joint Boards before
documents are drafted?
 Other questions?
6. Action Item: Decide whether to call for Joint Board meeting in late July
7. Next Agenda
8. Adjourn

Future committee meeting dates/times/locations
Monday, July 9, 2:00 – 4:00 PM, Kinard Room, 4th Floor, County Courthouse
Monday, July 23, 2:00 – 4:00 PM, Kinard Room, 4th Floor, County Courthouse

v. 6.21.18

All

SERS-SNO911 Merger Steering Committee
Meeting Summary for May 30, 2018/ 1:00 to 3:00 p.m.
Location: Snohomish County Executive Conference Room - 6th Floor Admin West
Note: Follow-up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined.
Meeting Attendance:

Committee Members
Jon Nehring
Pam Pruitt
Ty Trenary
Guests
Susan Neely
Staff Support Team
Ralph Krusey
Brad Steiner

x
x

Bryan Stanifer
Tom Mesaros

x
x

John Dyer
Joanie Fadden (for Ty Trenary)

x

x

Brian Haseleu

x

Dick Schrock

x

x
x

Kurt Mills
Terry Peterson

x
x

Karen Reed
Sharon Brendle (notetaker)

x
x

1. Welcome & Review of Today’s Agenda: Jon Nehring called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m.
2. Approval of Meeting Summary: Bryan Stanifer moved to approve the meeting summary of
May 14th. The motion was seconded by Pam Pruitt, and approved unanimously.
3. Communications and Other Updates.






Staff Assurances Update. Brad Steiner has communicated with staff many times,
told them that the letter wasn’t coming, and his staff are fine with this method of
communication. Kurt reported that he didn’t feel his staff had any anxiety over the
proposed merger.
Vendor Discussions Update: Brad confirmed that he’s received an updated quote
based on the project’s change of scope. This also came with a lower price. He’s
starting weekly meetings on June 15th, and has a kickoff meeting scheduled next
week with Motorola. His goal is to have a final contract approved through SERS legal
by August. He does not have knowledge of deliverables to the County yet, but has
updated vendor pricing that he can share. Dick Schrock wants a firm number for the
council as soon as possible. Along with a new price from Motorola, he has a price
from the project manager. He said if he communicates this figure now, the numbers
are below budget.
County Council financing deliberations update. Dick said he will not engage any
effort to come up with an alternate plan to the sales tax ballot, and cautions against
discussing a possible Plan B which could be detrimental to the upcoming ballot
measure. Susan Neely says we should know when the proposed public hearing takes
place, but also said there should be a response ready in place for any questions that
may come about a Plan B.
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4. Discussion and Potential Action Item: Review of organizational structure. Following up
from the previous discussion on this topic, the committee agreed to focus on the remaining
Options 2, 3 and 4.
Kurt provided his perspective. The question was how SERS would integrate with the existing
911 agency. He explained that they examined other agencies and found that some did and
did not integrate their IT departments. He felt that Option 2 would work the best while
bringing together two separate agencies. He said he thought Option 3 and 4 were very similar
but cautioned against putting someone in a role with limited experience. He said that he was
afraid of causing anxiety to the existing PSAP’s IT staff, which he felt was a strong, cohesive
unit. SNO911’s IT staff supports all the departments in the agency. Option 4 would send a
message that performance and merit are unimportant. He added that it would be the first
time Brad Steiner would be in a non-vendor role and he thought it more important for Brad
to focus on the radio project. Options 3 and 4 could be revisited in a few years.
Brad shared his comments with the committee. He said he has experience in seeing these
kinds of projects through. He’s not concerned with the distance between the two facilities,
in terms of managing two staff groups. He sees a lot of opportunities for overlap and cost
savings utilizing the current IT staff. He doesn’t think the Chief Technology Officer has to be
an expert in all areas. He’s looking at Option 4 as the ideal, and doesn’t see why the
organizational plan would change in 3 years if things are going well. He is willing to share his
resume with the committee.
Dick said that SERS personnel committee had a unanimous opinion on approving Option 4.
He doesn’t accept that there won’t be any savings as a result of the merger. He added that
it may not be seen in personnel costs, but in technology and utilization or duplication of
equipment. He agrees with the Sheriff’s email that the radio system is a top priority, as well
as keeping the existing system running. He sees efficiencies in Option 4 which would take
some goodwill on behalf of the staff. He thinks the committee will receive additional support
from the SERS Board for Option 4.
After additional opinions were shared, Tom recommended that the committee break and
hold a closed session for committee members only. Staff and others were excused at 1:50
p.m.
The meeting reconvened at 2:35 p.m. and the group took the following action.
Pam Pruitt moved to approve the concept in Option 4 of the proposed operational structure
and recommend this model to the Joint Boards. The motion was seconded by Bryan Stanifer.
Jon Nehring called for a vote and the results were Pam Pruitt, Bryan Stanifer and Jon Nehring
approving Option 4, and Tom Mesaros and John Dyer against that option. The motion was
approved.
Jon said that Option 4 was thought to represent the principles in the approved structure
policy the committee approved. Tom said that he wants to avoid another debate on this
subject and thinks that the committee should be prepared to bring this forward. It was also
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recommended that the Project Manager position be moved up slightly in the Organization
Chart diagram.
Karen will draft a memo outlining the Committee’s recommendation and rationale for it and
circulate it for review and approval.
5. Presentation and Discussion, Potential Action Item. Recommended Timing for Merger
Decision and Merger implementation. Karen provided a matrix of timing options. The
question for the committee to decide is when the merger is voted on and when it actually
happens. She thought the earliest the agencies could decide to merge would be July, but
thought the most logical timeframe for it to be effective would be later this year, or the first
of next year. There may be some further policy issues for the Committee and Boards to
consider as the merger documents are drafted.
Following some discussion on the pros and cons of the different timelines discussed, the
committee took the following action:
Tom moved to recommend that the SERS and Snohomish County 911 Boards approve
moving ahead with the prospective merger. The motion was seconded by John Dyer and the
vote was 4 to 1, with Pam Pruitt abstaining. After further discussion about Pam’s concerns,
the motion was rescinded by Tom.
Tom offered a revised motion to recommend that each of the Boards approve that the
Committee be authorized to proceed to prepare the merger documentation, and to further
recommend that the Boards agree to a schedule to vote on the prospective merger before
the end of September 30, 2018, with the effective date of the merger to be January 1, 2019.
Jon Nehring seconded this motion and the vote was unanimously in favor.
Karen thought that Snohomish County 911 Board would be voting to approve the ILA change,
subject to SERS Board’s vote to approve the merger. According to SERS’ ILA, it would require
8 affirmative votes in order to approve. SERS must approve a plan of merger. She thinks
that the drafting of the documents will take a bit more work and may not be finalized until
August or September.
6. Discussion – Joint Board Agenda/Planning. Discussion points included:


Presentation of the Due Diligence report and the 5 year pro forma budget



Proposed policy direction on the organization structure model selected



Timeline recommendation – with documents approved by the end of September and
merger date of January 1, 2019.



Tom recommended that Jon lead the discussion on these items.



Brad commented that their current landlord isn’t interested in severing the lease, but
is open to renegotiations on rates.

7. Next Agenda.


Joint Boards de-brief and follow up
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Merger Plan



Articles of ILA Amendments – based on grafting existing SERS rates onto SNO911 rate
formula as additional component.

8. Closing Comments / Adjourn. The meeting was adjourned at 3:05 p.m.
Future meeting dates/times/location:




Monday, June 25, 2-4 PM County Admin East Building, 6th Floor, Room 6A02
Monday, July 9, 2-4 PM, 4th Floor, County Courthouse, Kinard Room
Monday, July 23, 2-4 PM, 4th Floor, County Courthouse, Kinard Room
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SERS-SNO911 Merger Documentation: Framework and Issues
DISCUSSION DRAFT v. 6.22.18
This document is a draft “think piece” to help frame the issues/steps
I.

Goal:

Develop documents to facilitate merger of SERS and SNO911 in the fall of 2018 consistent with policy
direction provided by the Boards; identify additional policy issues to be resolved.
II.

Documents to be prepared include:
1. Amendments to SNO911 ILA expanding powers to include SERS activities, and incorporating
necessary operational and finance issues.
a. Attachments will include summary 2019 budget for merged agency and updated rate
formula exhibit.
2. Merger Plan
3. Articles of Merger
4. Bylaws (can be completed later)

III.

Questions for Steering Committee:
1. Should any of the issues in this memo be previewed by the Joint Boards before documents are
drafted, or can we explain the issue/policy direction in an accompanying memo?
2. Do we need a July Joint Boards meeting?
3. What direction do you have on each of the policy issues identified below?
4. Other questions/concerns?

IV.

Assumptions:
Scope:
1. Since SERS ILA says board can make any changes it wants to SERS ILA (assuming supermajority
vote approval), it could amend all ILA terms to reflect SNO911 ILA terms.
2. Amendments to SNO911 ILA should avoid need to seek approval from all 35+member agencies.
This means that not changing terms related to governance, termination and withdrawal. Any
changes require 30 days advance notice to member agencies
3. Incorporate existing SERS rate structure to fund radio system expenses, to the extent possible:
SERS budget costs will be collected to the extent possible using the SERS allocation formula,
applied to all SNO911 Principals (which together are all the SERS members and “Users.”) Other
than the rate formula, to the extent possible, defer to SNO911 ILA terms.
4. Existing reserve funds of the 2 agencies will be initially preserved as is.
5. 2019 budget for the merged agency will be additive: SERS budget plus SNO911 budget (and
costs allocated per Item #3 above). The aggregated 2019 budget will be appended in summary
form to the ILA.
6. Do not include a plan to fund replacement radio system in event the ballot measure fails.
7. SERS is currently using the SNO911 definition of Calls for Service in its assessment formula.
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8. The SNO911 definition of population can be applied to the SERS assessment formula.
9. Assume all radio replacement project costs (project managers, others hired for project) are
funded out of ballot proceeds.
10. ILA if approved before ballot results known needs to anticipate both potential success and
potential failure of ballot measure (project would not proceed if ballot measure fails).
11. SERS 2019 budget will likely include a “Ralph replacement” FTE doing management tasks. That
person would be funded from the SERS cost pool/SERS assessment formula. If Board wants to
change that in 2019, they could (subject to ILA terms).
12. If ballot measure fails, project wrap-up costs would be funded from SERS reserves. (the extent of
such costs is unknown).
Process:
1. The SERS Board of directors is empowered by the terms of the SERS ILA to make any and all
changes to the SERS ILA by a Supermajority Vote.
2. The SNO911 Board can only approve changes to the SNO911 ILA by supermajority vote.
Amendments that do not fall within Section 18 require approval from all Member Agencies.
3. Merger plan will be approved by both Boards. The proposed SNO911 ILA amendments will be
an attachment to the Merger Plan.
4. The Articles of Merger will be an attachment to the Merger Plan.
5. The actual amendment of the SNO911 ILA will be accomplished by vote of the SNO911 Board
after the both Boards approve the merger and the plan of merger.
6. “System” description in SERS ILA needs to be updated before SERS can sign a contract with the
County and/or Motorola for the radio replacement project.
7. SERS will be signing two contracts related to the radio project:
a. A contract with the county.
b. A contract with the County and Motorola.
V.

Unknown:

1. How many Phase II agencies are still under contract with the County (unpaid capital remains)?
Which ones? Task assigned to: __________
2. What are the terms of the contract between SERS and the County governing pass through of
O&M payments? Task Assigned to: ____________
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VI.

Timeline:

Notes:
 Need at least 1-2 weeks after Board merger vote to get paperwork filed and approved with the
Secretary of State.
 Radio project timing estimates in italics from Brad Steiner
Month
June
July
August

September

October
November
December

January 2019

Task
Steering Committee meeting
Steering committee meetings
[possible joint board meeting—SERS regular meeting for July cancelled]
Radio project contract negotiations complete
[possible joint board meeting]
Notice of proposed SNO911 ILA changes must go out 30 days in advance of
action to amend.
[joint board meeting -- to approve merger documents]
Approved schedule: approve merger by 9/30 (requires notice to member
agencies 30 days in advance)
More likely date for merger vote, given notice requirement to amend SNO911 ILA.
Election
If election is successful,
 SERS ILA amendment (revising definition of “System”)
 2 Radio project ILAs signed:
o SERS-County
o SERS-County-Motorola
Approved schedule: merger effective date 1/1/19

Observations:
 Not clear that with the advance notice provision there will be sufficient opportunity to get Board
direction/confirmation in order to act by 9/30 (especially if there is no July joint board meeting).
 Could probably make an October-November 30 deadline for a merger vote.
 Until the terms of the County-SERS-Motorola Agreement are fixed, it may not be possible to
import the correct definition of the radio system into a revised SNO911 ILA.
VII.

Legal questions to date:
1. What is the process/ability to shift the SERS Phase 2 agencies terms/contracts to the SNO911
ILA? There are separate contracts with the County for all Users (Phase 2 agencies) addressing
both debt repayment contract, and O&M payments.
There are also User Agreements between SERS and Phase 2 agencies (that talk about O&M
being paid through County, due every January 25, using the current SERS rate formula).
These contracts are not identical. They all refer to the SERS ILA – and incorporate some terms
by reference – e.g., dispute resolution process, System use requirements.
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2. Can SERS agencies adopt the payment schedule used by SNO911?
A: Probably, subject to issue 1 above: what do the separate ILAs say? Assessment payment
schedule not addressed in the SERS ILA; it is addressed in separate User Agreements between
SERS and Phase 2 agencies.
3. Should we eliminate sections of the SNO911 ILA that are historical artifacts (initial board
composition, etc.)?
4. Are there any county rights that need to be specifically addressed in the ILA? Residual
ownership of system? Working assumption is that basic rights of Principals under SNO911 ILA
will adequately address this.
5. How much specificity do we need in defining the radio system? Generally, something more
general seems desirable, as technology will continue to change, as will the functionality of the
technology. However, the definition needs to be sufficiently detailed to enable clear decision
making on cost allocation for items/issues that arise after the 2019 budget is approved. And,
functionality of system is tied to Phase 2 user obligations to pay their O&M and capital. Brad S.
will take a first shot at drafting a definition of the radio system.
6. Are there any uses of the proposed sales tax that would not be allowed if the money was
generally available to the merged SNO911 operation (county ordinance and statutory question)?
7. Can the SERS requirements regarding “capital record” be extinguished replaced by GAAP notices
provided annually as to each Principal’s “Interest equity statements”?
VIII.

Policy Issues Identified To Date:
Initial staff recommendations, if any, noted in italics.

1. Unification of Staff Benefit and Salary Policies. The Merger Plan should clarify whether the SERS
staff salary and benefits are going to be moved to the SNO011 schedules/policies or not, and
when, and how any additional cost will be funded.
K/T/D: Recommendation is that the Merger plan confirm that the shift will be made to 911
policies, and that any additional costs for this will be funded out of the SERS Cost Pool (and
funded from SERS Reserves in 2019).
2. Action Post-Merger Approval & Before Effective Date. Should either agency retain the ability to
unwind the merger if the other agency takes actions that create legal liability not known at the
time the merger vote is taken?
K/T/D: Updated due diligence before effective date could trigger concerns that might cause
either board to want to undue the merger.
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3. Allocation of administrative and technology costs. The Joint Boards have approved:
a. Combining technology functions into a single department for the merged agency,
staffed by most of the current SERS FTEs and about 13 SNO911 employees;
b. Maintaining the SERS rate formula for SERS related costs.
The SNO911 rate formula has a 4 cost pools—amounts in these cost pools are allocated
differently to different members/users (police agencies pay different slices of cost than do fire
agencies). One of the SNO911 cost pools includes all administration, facilities, technology costs
and the cost of funding reserves (the Admin/Tech cost pool). We will need to separate out
these types of costs in the SERS budget in a way that is predictable/can be documented in future
years—after January 1, 2019, and be clear that those costs are allocated under the current SERS
formula.
This means creating and defining a new “Radio System Cost Pool” and probably a Radio System
Replacement Cost Pool (funding dependent on sales tax ballot passage). The ILA will need to
clearly delineating what is and is not included in each cost pool (including existing cost pools).
Costs in question include (from current SERS budget):
 Chief Technology Officer salary & benefits
 Staff salaries& benefits
 Lease costs
 Equipment/software/etc. costs (dispatch consoles, etc.)
 Radio project costs
 Reserves
Table 1 below shows three different options for allocating the SERS costs. Staff preference is Option A:
It is a near term solution that keeps with policy direction. But draft to provide clarity on how new costs
(post adopted 2019 budgets) are allocated to avoid internalizing disputes on where these costs are
allocated.
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Admin staff and
agency-wide
systems/
equipment

Facilities

Tech staff

Equipment

Reserves
Notes:

Table 1: Some Options for Allocating SERS Costs in a Merger Scenario
Option A
Option B
Option C
“2019 budget based solution”
“hybrid”
“fully-integrated organization”
CTO salary in Radio System cost pool CTO salary divided based on estimated % split of
CTO salary in Admin/Tech cost pool.
his/her time in the budget year that will be spent on
o general/agency wide programs + dispatch
Email system, other agency-wide
programs versus
system/software/admin costs
o radio system technologies/radio replacement
allocated to Admin/Tech cost pool.
project.
This percentage would be calculated annually based
on work-plans for following year. Documentation
would be part of budget process.
All SERS-related facilities costs are in SERS facilities costs are pro-rated based on square
All SERS-related facilities costs are in
radio system cost pool.
footage use.
Admin/Tech cost pool.
o Space associated with equipment storage, rolling
stock, are in the radio system cost pool.
o Space associated with staff offices are applied to
admin tech.
(Estimate: 80-20 split)
Allocate the costs of tech staff based As part of budget process, staff estimate the amount All tech-staff funded out of admin
on the costs of the actual individuals of their time in the upcoming year that will be spent tech cost pool.
coming from each agency, preon agency-wide systems or dispatch systems versus
merger. [Will need clarification on
radio systems (same as for the CTO)
how new staff allocated]
Dispatch consoles are maintained by Maintain as per Option A.
Dispatch consoles are part of
SERS but owned by SNO911.
admin/tech cost pool, as is other
Maintenance remains a SERS cost
equipment used across the agency.
SERS reserves funded per budget,
Excluding the radio system replacement, other
Integrate reserves
kept strictly for SERS costs
reserves could be integrated
Board will need clarification in ILA
% of costs in admin-tech pool would presumably
Shifts some “radio” costs to a
on how costs incurred post 1-1-19
increase as tech dept. becomes more integrated,
different cost pool.
are allocated
and/or otherwise shift with workload.
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4. Application of Ballot Proceeds. If the ballot measure is approved, at some point there may be
sufficient funds from the sales tax to reduce assessments (after paying for the project and
related reserves). If so, how should those funds be applied – to “SERS” costs only? Or?
(The options below are subject to any legal limitations--statutory limits on use of revenues, or
limitations drafted into the contract between County & SERS.)
Option A
Do not craft a
solution to this yet.
ILA would include
language requiring
explicit Board action
in the future should
this actually occur.

Option B
Allocate the excess to
Radio system
reserves first, and
once those are fully
funded at levels
approved by Board,
then balance will be
applied to reduce the
costs associated with
the Radio System
Cost Pool.

Option C
Allocate excess to
Radio System
reserves and
thereafter to reduce
the total agency net
budget.

Brad & Brian prefer Option A.
5. Opting Out of Service. Should police & fire service providers – current principals (or future
subscribers) in SNO911 or any agency that qualifies as such -- who opt out of participating in
some services that the merged agency provides? I.E., if someone sought to withdraw from the
dispatch center, should they be allowed to purchase access to the radio system? (It seems
unlikely to be possible the other way around –e.g., use dispatch but not radio)
Option A
Allow withdrawing
Principals the option
to become a
subscriber for radio
system services.

Option B
Do not allow
withdrawing
Principals the option
to subscribe to radio
system services.

Option C
Allow withdrawing
Principals the
option to subscribe
to radio, but not
the other way
around—cannot be
dispatched w/o
also being part of
radio system.

Option D
Do not address
this issue.

Kurt and Terry: Option C seems the right call operationally.
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6. Community Transit. Should we allow Community Transit—or others—to be a radio system
user? (They do not currently fit within the definition of a Subscriber.)
Option A
Do not craft a
solution yet. Address
it when and if CT
seeks to become a
system user.

Option B
Revise the definition
of subscriber (or
create a new
definition) to allow
any government
agency to purchase
access to radio
system.

(Operational question: would CT use the 911 dispatch operation?)
Note: Staff prefers to address this now. There may be multiple such users. There is a lot of
interaction in SNO911 ILA between “Subscriber” and “Principal” – group prefers to create a new
term for a non-public safety agency that seeks access to radio system for public safety or other
purposes. Terms (including cost) of such access to be determined by later contract development
b/t merged agency and new users.
7. SERS 2019 Staffing. If an additional FTE is budgeted by SERS in its 2019 budget, and not hired
until 2019, that person may be used differently if there is a merger versus no merger. Should
the merged agency be required to use the person in the same way as SERS as a stand-alone
agency will use them in 2019? OR should the merged agency board have flexibility to decide
whether to hire the person and what role to put them in?
o

The ILA will need clarity about how to allocate the costs of the FTE based on the type of
work the person does (general agency oversight? SERS contract oversight? SERS office
admin asst.? etc. – the answer differs depending on what they do), and clarity about
what to do if the person is not hired at all.

Note: Assuming we clearly define what goes in which cost pools, this should be an issue the
Board can handle w/o further ILA changes.
8. SERS Technical Committee: does this need to be replicated in SNO911? Board can create
committees w/o them being identified in ILA, but if this committee is important, perhaps we
need to add it in ILA amendment.
Note: This committee is not currently meeting. Brad S. sense is that we should be able to use the
SNO911 TACs for this purpose. Don’t need to add another committee to ILA. Legal folks will recheck scope of TACs in SNO911 ILA to ensure no problem here.
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9. Radio Units. What should the ILA say, if anything, about the subscriber units (radios)? SERS ILA
says each member bears cost of its units, but Board may authorize purchase for users, to be
allocated as the Board determines (not in formula).
Preference is to include something in the ILA consistent with current SERS ILA that agencies are
responsible for their own radio costs. May or may not want to note that policy goal at this point
seems to be to have the sales tax fund the initial set of new radios.
10. Withdrawal from Radio System. Do we need more detail about the buy-out process relative to
the radio system in event of withdrawal? There is a lot of detail in the SERS ILA, but virtually
none in the SNO911 ILA—except the requirement that the withdrawing member work with the
Executive Director to develop a plan for withdrawal, to be approved by the Board.
Preference is to include policy language to ensure the aggregate of the system remains whole.
(Would this affect terms of “withdrawal” that would require all parties to consent?)
Attachments:
o
o

Matrix outlining some key differences between the current ILAs.
Rough cut at list of section of SNO011 ILA to be amended
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#
A

B

C
D

E

Common ILA Sections –with substantially different terms: Comparing SNO911 ILA and SERS ILA (Rough outline)
SUBJECT
Section SERS ILA
Section SNO911 ILA
Capital Record-3.5
SERS tracks total cumulative capital
SNO911 does not do this as an annual effort, other
cost payments of members as a
than as required by GAAP for local governments.
basis for distributing assets upon
termination
Termination
4.4, 6
See above.
20
Termination: asset shared based on last 5 years of
180 days’ notice required for Board
assessments
to terminate.
Convert first to subscriber after 6 months. nonpayment
Technical committee
2.26
Formed for advice
5.k, 7
Board Can create additional committees. Has a
Police and Fire Technical Advisory Committee.
Governance—board
8
Weighted voting
6, Ex. B No weighted voting.
terms, selection, board
size, composition, voting
Withdrawal
5.1
3 years advance notice. More detail
17
1.5 years notice required. Cannot withdraw within
in ILA about buyout process.
the six year Initial Term
5.4.4.a

F

Dispute Resolution

12

G

Budget calendar

8.8

H
I

Ability to issue debt
Users / Subscribers

11.3-4

“where practicable, and subject to
[consideration of the continuing
effective operation of the system], a
withdrawing member may be
provided access to system facilities”
upon payment of reasonable costs
Mediation required; then a review
panel, then binding arbitration.
Board has power to impose
emergency interim remedy.
Approved by July 1
Not addressed
Non-member users pay assessments
via a contract with the County (??)—
ILA says Users access system

21

Much more flexible terms

12.c,
12.e
13

Approved by September 15
Payments not less than quarterly
SNO911 cannot issue debt
Subscriber contract terms outlined in ILA.
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#

SUBJECT

J

Reserves

K

Conversion from
Principal to Subscriber
Termination of ILA
Indemnification
Amendments to ILA

L
M
N
O

P
Q
R

Boilerplate (severability,
execution, venue, notice,
etc.)
System description

Section SERS ILA
“through a written agreement
between a User and a Dispatch
Center.” (11.3) Required language
for these contracts included in ILA
10.11
Required for “repair and reasonable
replacement of system equipment.
Not anticipated in ILA

19-21

Not addressed
Comparative negligence.
Any amendments can be made by
Board supermajority vote
Terms differ between the 2 ILAs.

Ex. A

Very, very detailed

14
18

Section

SNO911 ILA

Required. Board establishes levels.
14

Provided in ILA

20
23

1 year notice minimum required.
Longer, more detailed

24-31

S

11

Items to be added to SNO911 ILA (Initial Cut)
1
2
3

Recitals—merger
Scope of Powers: add radio system (revise Section 4.a.viii)
New Definitions: Radio System; Radio System Replacement Project; Radio System Cost Pool

4
5
6
7
8
9

Revised (potentially) definitions: Subscriber
Board power: adopt O&M standards for the System, based on technical committee recommendations
Terms about system use, compliance with FCC requirements, prioritized access to system list (SERS ILA Article 11)
Equipment inspection rights for radio system related stuff (SERS ILA 11.6)
(Delete interim governance board?)
Exhibit C: Assessment Formula –
SERS Cost allocation, define Service Area, define new cost pools & allocation of revenue, SERS reserves, redefine “Admin+Tech cost
pool”, possibly redefine “net budget” .
Exhibit D: 2019 Combined Budget. (can we delete stuff about 2018 budget?)
Rate smoothing—do we need to clarify it is calculated w/o regard to SERS cost pool?
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12
13
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Phase II User Agreements Overview
The agreements differ.
3 different sets of agreements reviewed. Unknown which Phase II agencies are signed up under which
version, or if there are additional sets. Have not done word-for-word comparison, but major items
outlined below.
Set 1 (2003): FD 14
1. Interlocal Financing Agremeent – between User and Sno County.
a. Repay share of capital costs/bonds issued by Sno County. County loans $$ to User (part
of the proceeds of $160M bond issuance by County) and User agrees to repay.
i. 15 year schedule, may prepay without penalty
ii. Interest rate corresponding to interest on bonds in that year (but schedule lists
5.5%)
b. Pay O&M Costs for SERS to County.
i. Estimated first year cost identified in Exhibit. “Annual increases shall be indexed
to the Seattle Consumer Price Index.” SERS formula not stated.
c. Delinquent payment: 5% penalty, plus 10% per year (apparently applicable to both
capital and O&M)
d. In event service level is not met, User can proceed to protect its rights under law or
equity.
e. User agrees to pay M&O costs for system
f. In event of conflict between Financing Agreement and SERS ILA, the Financing
Agreement governs. Financing Agreement survives termination of SERS ILA.
g. No assignment w/o both parties consenting.
h. Disposition of property upon termination governed by SERS Agreement
i. Exhibits include:
A - System Description (very detailed)
B - Loan Repayment schedule –includes paragraph about O&M but no formula
or reference to SERS ILA—estimated year 1 cost, “annual increases indexed to
Seattle Consumer Price Index.”
C - System Performance Specification (for info only. Binding if part of User
Agreement with SERS)
D - User Agreement with SERS
2. User Access Agreement – between User and SERS
Between User and SERS (Exhibit E to Interlocal Financing Agreement—unknown what was
actually signed, or what the exhibits are)
a. Provides that SERS will provide System Access (detailed) and User will use equipment
per SERS standards subject to payment of capital and O&M expenses
b. Access conditioned on payment of capital costs to county and “confirmation that User
has an agreement with Snohomish County for payment of annual operations and
maintenance costs.”
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c. “The share of [User’s] operations and maintenance costs will be at rates which do not
exceed a proportionate share of the costs of System operations and maintenance costs
and reserves for certain capital equipment replacements.”
d. # of radios with access defined per exhibit. (not included)
e. “Access Fees” to be paid per SERS ILA formula (apparently distinct from O&M)
f. Assignment: User may not assign.
g. Dispute resolution: per SERS ILA
h. User may withdraw upon 1 years notice
i. Agreement continues in place until service is terminated to User.

Set 2 (2005): Lake Stevens, FD 7
Same terms as Set 1 with some notable differences (highlighted)
1. Interlocal Financing Agreement –between User and Sno County.
a. Repay share of capital costs/bonds issued by Sno County. County loans $$ to User (part
of the proceeds of $160M bond issuance by County) and User agrees to repay.
i. 15 year schedules, may prepay
ii. 5.5% interest
iii. If system doesn’t meet performance specifications in Exhibit C, User can
terminate agreement including payment obligations.
b. Pay O&M Costs for SERS to County.
i. Applying SERS formula
ii. Delinquent payment: 5% penalty, plus 10% per year.
c. In event of conflict between Financing Agreement and SERS ILA, the Financing
Agreement governs. Financing Agreement survives termination of SERS ILA.
d. No assignment w/o both parties consenting.
e. Disposition of assets upon termination governed by SERS ILA.
f. Exhibits include:
A - System Description (very detailed)
B - Loan Repayment schedule
C - System Performance Specification (for info only. Binding if part of User
Agreement with SERS)
D - M&O Payment formula (incorporating SERS ILA formula)
E - User Agreement with SERS
2. User Access Agreement – between User and SERS (Exhibit E to Interlocal Financing
Agreement—unknown what was actually signed, or what the exhibits are)
a. Access is conditioned upon SERS Board approval of “User and the terms and conditions
of access”
b. Access conditioned on payment of capital costs to county and “confirmation that User
has an agreement with Snohomish County for payment of annual operations and
maintenance costs.”
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c. Provides that SERS will provide System Access (detailed) and User will use equipment
per SERS standards
d. Defines number of radios user may have (attachment referenced, not available)
e. Assignment: User may not assign.
f. Dispute resolution: per SERS ILA
g. User may withdraw upon 1 years notice
h. No payment terms included.
i. Agreement continues in place until service is terminated to User.

Set 3 (2005, 2006) Fire District 8, Town of Darrington
(Presumably there is a separate debt agreement between the agencies and the County. The User
Agreements only were reviewed)
1. User Access Agreement –between User and SERS
a. Access is conditioned upon SERS Board approval of “User and the terms and conditions
of access”
b. Access conditioned upon payment of capital share to the county and confirmation that
user has an operations and maintenance payment agreement with the county.
c. Provides that SERS will provide System Access (detailed) and User will use equipment
per SERS standards
d. Defines number of radios user may have (attachment referenced, not available)
e. Assignment: User may not assign.
f. Dispute resolution: per SERS ILA
g. User may withdraw upon 1 years notice
h. No payment terms included.
i. Agreement continues in place until service is terminated to User.
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